ARTICLE CLARIFICATION

By definition, article products are not included in the scope of OSHA Hazard Communication Standard per 1910.1200(b)(6)(v). As a result, products manufactured by Mule-Hide Products, Co., Inc. that fall under these guidelines do not require a Safety Data Sheet (SDS) or other documentation required by the HazCom Standard.

Per OSHA an article is,

a manufactured item other than a fluid or particle: (i) which is formed to a specific shape or design during manufacture; (ii) which has end use function(s) dependent in whole or in part upon its shape or design during end use; and (iii) which under normal conditions of use does not release more than very small quantities, e.g., minute or trace amounts of a hazardous chemical (as determined under paragraph (d) of this section), and does not pose a physical hazard or health risk to employees.

Article Products manufactured by Mule-Hide Products Co., Inc. include but are not limited to:

- EPDM membranes (standard & reinforced), uncured flashings, and pre-manufactured accessories
- TPO membranes (standard and FleeceBack), unsupported flashing membrane, TPO clad membrane, and pre-fabricated accessories fabricated from these membranes
- PVC membranes (standard and FleeceBack), unsupported flashing membrane, PVC clad membrane, and pre-fabricated accessories fabricated from these membranes
- Modified Bitumen membranes (SBS and APP) in self adhered or torch application options
- Underlayment and felt as either self-adhered or conventional options
- Sheet metal fabrications including but not limited to gravel stops, drip edges, copings, gutters, counterflashings, fascia pieces, fascia extenders, scuppers, collector heads, skirted TPO or PVC metal edging, or custom sheet metal fabrications
- Shape Shift sealant pans
- Fasteners and associated metal insulation and seam fastening plates
- All purpose, termination, drainage bars or batten strips
- Various insulation boards including Poly-ISO and Polystyrene (expanded and extruded)
- Cover Boards including Wood Fiber boards, High Density Poly-ISO, gypsum, and fanfold types
- Roof drains
- Various tools for installations including stand-up fastening tool, dual purpose wand, seam probe, and urethane adhesive dispensing gun

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The information given on this SDS is subject to change without notice. Always check the Mule-Hide website at www.mulehide.com for the latest information, changes and updates or contact Mule-Hide Products Company, Inc. at 800-786-1492.

DISCLAIMER

The statements provided concerning the material shown are intended as a guide for material usage and are believed to be true and accurate at the time of printing. No statement made by anyone may supersede this information, except when done in writing by Mule-Hide Products Co., Inc. Since the manner of use is beyond our control, Mule-Hide does not authorize anyone to make any warranty of merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose or any other warranty, guarantee or representation, expressed or implied, concerning this material. This product may be eligible for a Mule-Hide warranty, please check the Mule-Hide website at www.mulehide.com or contact Mule-Hide directly at 800-786-1492 for details. Buyer and user accept the product under these conditions and assume the risk of any failure, any injury person or property (including that of the user), loss or liability resulting from the handling, storage or use of the product whether or not it is handled, stored or used in accordance with the directions or specifications. Mule-Hide must be notified in writing of any claims and be given the opportunity to inspect the alleged failure before repairs are made.